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Joyroom JR-TCF02 20W PD Mini Charger (black)
Now you can charge your  smartphone in  even less  time.  The Joyroom JR-TCF02 compact  charger  supports  PD 20W fast  charging  and
features wide compatibility. It's also extremely lightweight and handy - it will even fit in your pocket with ease.
 
Fast charging
Forget about the long wait until your smartphone or tablet is ready to use again. The charger supports various fast charging standards,
including  PD3.0,  QC3.0,  Samsung  AFC  and  Huawei  FCP.  It  also  provides  an  output  power  of  up  to  20  W.  All  this  means  that  you  can
charge your devices of choice in no time with it!
 
Compact design
The JR-TCF02 is the perfect combination of large capabilities and small size. The charger is incredibly compact - you can easily fit it in
your purse, backpack or even pocket. Take it with you on vacation, on the train or to your dorm room and enjoy fast charging of your
devices wherever you go!
 
Security
With the JR-TCF02 charger you can charge your devices not only quickly, but also safely. The product is equipped with a smart chip, it
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also received multi-level protection against overcurrent, overvoltage, overheating, short circuit and more. What's more, its housing was
made of flame-retardant PC plastic.
 
Universal compatibility
The  product  is  also  distinguished  by  its  wide  compatibility.  It  allows  you  to  seamlessly  charge  Nintendo  Switch  consoles,  wireless
headphones,  smartwatches,  as well  as many models  of  smartphones and tablets.  You will  also successfully  use it  to  power a wireless
charger. The possibilities are almost endless!
 
Manufacturer
Joyroom
Model
JR-TCF02
Color
Black
Input
AC 100-240 V ~50/60 Hz 0.6 A (max.)
USB-C output
5 V - 3 A, 9 V - 2.22 A, 12 V - 1.67 A
Output power
20 W (max.)
Material
PC

Price:

Before: € 8.1057

Now: € 7.00
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